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Abstract—Environmental engineering is the study of interactions between humans and the surrounding environment. In recent times this endeavor has become increasingly data intensive, a challenge that has been met by rapid progress in the development of computational techniques for handling large data sets. Such techniques are collectively known as machine learning. In this report, a survey of recent applications of machine learning in environmental engineering is presented. In particular, the focus is on the topics of water resources management, flood prediction, rainfall-runoff modeling, wastewater treatment and environmental assessment. Approaches covered include support vector machines (SVM), neural networks, the genetic algorithm and k-means. The relative novelty of machine learning in this field means that many additional applications can be developed in the future, making this a rich and exciting area of research.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discipline of Machine Learning focuses on the use of specialized algorithms for extracting patterns and information from large and complex data sets. The falling costs of data storage and processing power have seen the fields of data mining and machine learning deployed in an increasingly broad range of applications [1]. One such area is Environmental Engineering, broadly defined as the study of human-nature interactions from the perspective of science and engineering. Of particular interest are the areas of drinking water and wastewater treatment, air pollution, environmental impact assessment, water resources management, and hazardous waste.

The field of environmental engineering often demands large amounts of data collection. Types of data collected include records of rainfall, streamflow, temperature, and concentration of pollutants. Data may be collected over various time intervals, including instantaneous, hourly, daily, or annually. Commonly, data is reported in daily amounts.

Although care is taken in data collection, the information often suffers from incompleteness, measuring errors (from the human or the measuring device itself), and discrepancies in data publishing. For instance, daily quantities could be an average of many instantaneous values, a sum of all values over the course of the day, or one instantaneous value collected at some point during the day. This reduces the clarity of the data and may not provide the interpreter with a complete picture of environmental phenomenon. [2]

The result of environmental engineering fieldwork is the generation of databases which feature tens of thousands of data points. This vast quantity of data would be night unto impossible for human beings to analyze via traditional environmental engineering methods; to say the least, the process would be highly time consuming. In recent years researchers have begun to apply machine learning techniques to such databases in order to more efficiently generate new understandings of environmental phenomenon, and to aid in environmental design and decision making. The size of the databases, coupled with robust data mining algorithms, have the potential of leading to rapid advances in environmental engineering. Machine learning algorithms also have the potential to overcome the challenges presented by data quality issues in the field. [1]

The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of machine learning approaches within the discipline of environmental engineering. In Section II the relevant algorithms are presented and discussed. Methods described include genetic programming, neural networks, support vector machine, and k-means. Case studies which provide representative applications of these methods are then presented in Section III.

II. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

In this section several machine learning algorithms are explained. All of these have been utilized in the field of environmental engineering, as will be discussed in the next section.

These methods are fairly diverse and provide a wide range of capabilities. To organize this discussion, we divide them into the following three classes:

1) Supervised learning - these are methods where a given set of independent variables are to be matched to one or more dependent variables. The aim is to learn this matching and this is most often done using “training data”, i.e. data for which the correct dependent variables are already known. The learning algorithms then adjust the parameters of a particular model such that the outputs of the system match the known outputs as closely as possible.

2) Unsupervised learning - in contrast, with unsupervised methods there is no prior “correct” data. In most cases there isn’t even a pre-specified dependent variable as the
aim is simply to extract underlying structure and patterns in the data.

3) **Optimization** - techniques for finding the optimal set of parameters which minimize a pre-defined cost function.

A. Supervised Learning Algorithms

1) **Support Vector Machine:** Support vector machines (SVMs) are a set of supervised learning methods for classification. It seeks to draw lines through the location with the largest gap between data points. If necessary, it first transforms the data into a more separable form, usually into higher-dimensional space. The method then establishes vectors which divide the points. The results are binomial classifications for the series of data points. Although limited to binomial situations (without enhancement), SVM is a robust and powerful method of distinguishing data qualities. [3]

2) **Decision Trees:** Decision trees are a classification method which is readily interpretable by the user. It consists of splitting data sets at nodes, with each point assigned to a branch of the node based on some criteria or probability. The tree continues to split until either all points are classified or some stop criterion has been met. Unlike other methods such as neural networks which may be considered a "black box," the human interpreter can easily determine how classifications were made in decision trees. [2]

3) **Artificial Neural Networks (ANN):** Artificial neural networks (ANN) are models inspired by the workings of the central nervous system. It consists of an artificial network of interconnected neurons. In most instances, ANN functions by adapting its structure based on internal or external information which goes through the system during the learning phase of development. [4] ANN approaches are predominantly non-linear statistical or signal processing-based modeling tools which are adept at finding complex relations and patterns in the data. [5] ANNs are commonly referred to as a "black box,” meaning that most of the machine learning is not readily interpreted by the recipient of the results. ANN’s are referred to as "black box" models, meaning that most of the machine learning is not readily interpreted by the recipient of the results. ANN’s ability to process complex non-linear systems indicate much promise for its application in new fields. [6]

4) **Case-based reasoning:** Case-based reasoning (CBR) is the broad process of solving problems in new situations based on its similarity to previous situations. Such an algorithm begins by first retrieving the most similar case(s) in the database to the case it handles. It then decides to either reuse (if the case is similar enough) or adapt (if there are significant discrepancies) the information in the selected case in order to solve the new case. The proposed solution is then evaluated, either via a simulated model or via input from a human agent. Finally, the information learned from solving the new case is added to the database of cases, as either a success or an example of failure of the solution does not work. [7]

B. Unsupervised Learning Algorithms

1) **k-means:** The k-means algorithm comes from a class of unsupervised clustering methods. The goal of the algorithm is to identify the weighted centers (means) of "k" number of clusters, and assign labels to data points or vectors according to an evaluated distance from the mean. It is performed by first initializing k center points at random, assigning each data point to the nearest cluster mean, calculating the mean position of the newly formed cluster, reassigning the mean to that point, and then repeating the process. K-means continues until convergence is reached. [2]

2) **Association rules:** Association rule mining is a well-developed technique for machine learning. It consists of the identification of patterns and associations which could guide classification. For instance, in an online marketplace database, this method could discover that people who purchased a certain item also purchased the same other item with a high rate of consistency. These generated association rules are highly useful in making predictions and correlations. [2]

C. Optimization Algorithms

1) **Genetic Algorithm:** The genetic algorithm (GA) is based on principles of natural evolution and Darwinian science. It is particularly useful in search and optimization problems. It functions by first randomly generating a "parent generation” of data points or parameters. The parent generation recombines and produces "offspring” whose features consist of mixtures of the parent generation’s features, as occurs in biological reproduction. To introduce more variability, many GA algorithms incorporate some sort of "mutation” or "crossover” of the features. Mutation occurs when one random piece of formula is replaced by another randomly generated piece of formulal. Crossover is when characteristics or a piece of formula from one place is replaced by formula from another location. These processes allow for increased possible combinations, or "genetic diversity,” in the offspring generation. [1]

After reproduction, the offspring are tested for their "fitness” or performance according to the task’s end criteria. The algorithm may, for example, only permit the most fit offspring to further reproduce in the next iteration. The iterations usually cease after a certain number of generations, or after some stop criterion is met. The generation with the highest performance is presented as the model result. An overview of GA can be found in Figure 1. As seen in Figure 2, in which the GA was tested on whether it could discover the well-proved Bernoulli equation, the error in the results decreases with each generation. [8]

D. Learning apprentice systems

In addition to the three classes mention, the involvement of an "expert” may be used to augment the efficacy of any given algorithm. Machine learning generally occurs with the computer performing its classification or analysis task without the regular guidance of a human being. In these cases it may assume that uncorrelated items are actually unrelated, or otherwise create results that contradict the reality of the situation.

The expert can interact in one of two modes: proactive or reactive. In the reactive mode, the expert corrects incomplete or incorrect rules by providing correct examples to be used in
The next iteration. This prevents those examples and similar data points from being further misclassified. In the proactive mode, the expert instead provides correct examples or guidance relations before the machine learning begins. This prevents mistakes preemptively. Depending on the weight of each expert-defined rule, the system is guided to a more ideal set of results. [9]

III. CASE STUDIES OF MACHINE LEARNING IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

The following sections highlight specific examples of algorithms applied to environmental engineering situations.

A. Wastewater Treatment

Wastewater Treatment Plants (WWTP) are necessary for environmental protection, buffering nature from human and industrial waste. However, WWTPs consist of a wide variety of operations, including mechanical, electrical, chemical, biological, and physical. If any one of these fail, the plant may not clean the water to sufficient levels, which risks discharging polluted water into the environment.

One method of evaluating, preventing, and solving these failures is by using CBR. In one study, researchers set up system to handle continuous domains, where the knowledge base is readily increased as more problems are solved. Such problems are traditionally handled via a mathematical approach, but this does not incorporate years of expert experience, case studies, or incomplete yet potentially useful information.

For each new WWTP problem, the CBR system goes through a case library of previous problems and selects cases with the most relevant parameters. If the retrieved case is "close enough" to the case at hand, only a few small parameter adjustments are required in order to reach a solution. If the cases do not display enough similarity, linear interpolation is performed between similar past cases in order to obtain a more similar representations.

The CBR system was also trained to learn from its own results. If the proposed solution was a success, then the case is added to the case library for comparison with future WWTP issues. The study showed that CBR performance rapidly improved as its case library increased. [7]

B. Environmental Assessment

An approach based on the integration of learning apprentice techniques was applied to the discipline of environmental assessment. In many nations, laws have been enacted to ensure environmental protection. Often times this calls for an environmental impact assessments, an in-depth evaluation of the effects a certain human action may have on the environment. This task is subjective and demands human interpretation; however, at the same time a wealth of previous environmental assessments could provide assistance and guidance in carrying out new evaluations.

One such study sought to use a learning apprentice system which allowed for the input of an expert and use of a weak and flexible domain theory during the process of mining previous
environmental assessments to induce rules. The induction algorithm works by calculating the probability of occurrence of a certain class given a certain attribute. The label with the max probability is assigned to the point, and a subset of the whole dataset is created with this new information. The process is repeated until the probability of that label is equal to one. Those instances covered by the induced rule are moved from the training set, and the process is repeated until all examples have been removed.

An expert is called on to improve this process via the proactive development of guidance relationships. These relationships include such rules as “include point in class,” “exclude,” or “free” (allowing the machine to determine the relation). The strength of each rule is determined; for example, a legal and thus mandatory item would always be classed as “strong” in importance, whereas other less significant attributes may be defined as “weak” and thus guide the results less. The expert also has the option of performing in a reactive mode, correcting false positives and introducing more accurate examples to a class.

Results (shown in Figure 3) were mixed on the effectiveness of this method. Although it has promise for the utilization of past assessments in future ones - as past assessments are often the best guideline for present decision-making - the researchers in this case did not recommend the use of the learning apprentice technique for relatively inexperienced environmental practitioners. The method still requires the hand of an expert in order to produce high-quality results about environmental decision-making. [9]

C. Water resources management

1) Reservoir decision making: GA was utilized in a water quality conflict resolution model for a reservoir management system. In particular, a varying chromosome length GA (VLGA) was used. The system model incorporated both physical parameters, such as pollutants, water demand, and water availability, in addition to human factors which influence decision making. Results determined that the use of GA optimization improved operational strategies in this system. [10]

2) Lake volume prediction: One study sought to apply SVM techniques to the Great Salt Lake drainage basin. The researchers were especially interested in SVM’s ability to function in sparse, chaotic systems. The Great Salt Lake, like most hydrologic systems, are highly complex and variable. However, chaos theory states that such if one assumes it is a deterministic chaotic system, it will behave in a similar (albeit chaotic) manner as it has in the past. If one can generate a full knowledge of the system with proper estimates of the time delay and state-space scenario, one can predict future behavior. In order for this to be effective the time series in question must be sampled at sufficient resolution, over a sufficient period of time, and without excessive noise corruption. However, the analyzer must be aware that even solutions from high-quality data and estimations may be unstable and dynamic due to the chaos itself. If the underlying system is not identified it further reduces the effectiveness of the analysis. [3]

The researchers sought to increase the robustness of the state-space reconstruction method by combining chaos theory with SVM. SVM’s cousin algorithm, the relevance vector machine (RVM), was also applied in this study for comparison, and functions similarly to SVM except with a Bayesian probabilistic separation instead of a firm linear separation. The goal of the study was to develop techniques for identifying model parameters, with the example scenario of predicting biweekly volumes in the Great Salt Lake.

The Great Salt Lake receives water from three sources: three inflowing rivers (about 66% of contributed volume), direct precipitation (about 31%), and groundwater recharge (about 3%). Data on lake volume has been collected since 1843, and the historic record shows a series of dramatic rises and falls. What is most interesting and challenging is that the lake volume does not directly correlate to nearby rainfall and streamflow time series according to traditional hydrologic analysis. The lack of an ability to predict lake levels has led to sudden and great expenses and difficulties for Salt Lake City during unexpected drought and flooding periods.

In the study the researchers reproject the lake volume data into multidimensional state-space in order to develop forecasts of different lead times. SVMs and RVMs are then applied to the state-space reconstruction. They evaluated the success of their results via the root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error, and the index of agreement in order to present a holistic view on the variance of the results.

Results of the study are presented in Figure 4. They show...
that both SVM and RVM provide accurate precision results which could be utilized in developing water resources management strategies for the Great Salt lake. They found that both models behaved well in the sparse and chaotic system. SVM tended to minimize structural risk in reaching a sparse solution, whereas RVM tended to better capture examples of the underlying distribution. [3]

D. Flood frequency analysis and flow characterization

ANN was applied to a set of hydrologic basins in Quebec, Canada with the aim of regionalizing the conclusions to nearby ungauged but comparable sites. The method was developed by making a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) model of the relevant physiographical and meteorological characteristics. As this information is typically readily available, one could presumably expand models at sites with similar characteristics but also with hydrological data collection sites to locations which have no active measurement system.

The study compared a variety of methods under the same task, including ANN alone, ANN ensemble, and each of these methods combined with a CCA space projection of the data. Results showed that while the ANN ensemble performed better than the standard ANN, both produced better results when applied to the CCA-space projection of site variables. However, all of the methods underestimated flood magnitudes at ungauged sites with very high specific quantiles. [11]

1) Peak classification: A clustering algorithm such as k-means may be used in order to analyze and classify streamflow peaks. This classification problem presents a few challenges: although the peaks may have comparable shape, they may be slightly out of phase, different in magnitude, or start from different base levels. The algorithm can eliminate these discrepancies in order to discover similar flow behavior by normalizing the mean and other variables to zero for each peak, thus allowing for clustering under equivalent conditions. [2]

This method could similarly be applied to digital elevation models (DEM) with the aim of identifying regions with similar geomorphological features. This would allow for the potential application of models in one region to regions with similar features. The same benefit could be reached by clustering entire time series to one another, thus enhancing regionalization analysis potential. [2]

E. Rainfall Analysis

Rainfall data may be processed by machine learning in a variety of methods. One such method is via a decision tree. If the user wishes to identify only “intense” rainfall periods for analysis, they could establish a decision tree algorithm under certain criteria. The resulting output could indicate the presence of an underlying phenomenon depending on how they are clustered, such as in summer storms. The effectiveness of the algorithm could be further improved with higher resolution than daily data, but this data is usually difficult to come by with rainfall and expensive to collect. [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL STRUCTURE</th>
<th>TRAINING/CALIBRATION PHASE</th>
<th>TESTING/VERIFICATION PHASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COE</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP 1</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP 4</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>1.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF 4</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>1.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEC-HMS</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>4.802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Rainfall-runoff modelling

The prediction of runoff based on the quantity of precipitation received in an area has long been an aim of environmental researchers. However, many studies have determined that the relationship between rainfall and runoff is non-linear and complex. The assistance of certain machine learning which excel in such an environment can help to overcome these challenges - notably, ANN and GA. Association also has potential for a more general application in this field.

1) ANN: Researchers applied ANN to a semi-developed catchment area near Selangor, Malaysia in order to develop a rainfall-runoff model for the basin. They utilized two different versions of ANN: The multilayer perceptron (MLP) model, and the radial basis function (RBF) model. They further compared the ANN models to rainfall-runoff models based on multiple linear regression and HEC-HMS, a standard hydrologic simulation tool. They evaluated the success of each model using evaluated using the coefficient of efficiency ($R^2$), mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and mean relative error (MRE). Results (Figure 5) showed that the neural network model performed better than the HEC-HMS model. The RBF ANN had better performance than the MLP ANN. The number of hidden layer neurons significantly influenced results from the ANN models; having too few would under fit the data and may not lead to high levels of accuracy, while too many nodes meant overfitting and excessive training time. [6]

2) GA: In addition, GA has been successfully applied in the area of rainfall-runoff modeling as a sort of symbolic regression. The algorithm leads a search for both the optimum model structure and optimum coefficients. The user first defines basic “building blocks” for the end model, and uses GA to determine which combination produces the best results. [1]
As the use of machine learning and data mining in environmental engineering is still relatively new, many new applications remain. In particular, the algorithms have mainly been applied under more typical conditions. Certain challenges such as modeling extreme situations could present an opportunity for advancement in the field via machine learning, as modeling with traditional techniques infers great difficulties. Of particular interest is the modeling of streamflow and rainfall-runoff relations in desert environments, where data points are particularly sparse and varied.
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### IV. Conclusions and future work

Machine learning has great potential in the field of environmental engineering. It can build both upon and beyond traditional mathematical and statitical models used in the field. Due to the large quantities of data collected in this discipline, machine learning can lead to additional insight on the structure and relations of the data points more than would be feasible by the alone. This leads to enhanced understanding of the environment and the engineered systems which guide human relations with the environment.

The examples discussed in this paper show that certain algorithms have particularly great potential. GA and ANN especially display the computational strength to overcome the challenges of modeling the non-linear, chaotic natural environment. Algorithms like GA and CBR can even be applied to decision-making scenarios. This is especially true when enhanced by a learning apprenticeship system.